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The project 
the project, lasting from april 2014 to march 2016, is devoted to regulation (eU) no 650/2012 on 
jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and acceptance and enforcement of 
authentic instruments in matters of succession and on the creation of a european certificate of Succession 
(Succession regulation). 
on the basis of a comparative approach, the activity focuses on the future impact of the regulation on na-
tional legal systems and the related national and european case law with the aim of assessing the changes 
that the regulation will introduce to legal practice, arising awareness within the legal professionals (notaries, 
lawyers and court judges), providing training and disseminating information in order to promote future 
uniformity in the application of its provisions. 

Main activities 
_opening conference in rome
_three seminars and best practice exchanges in madrid, bucharest and munich
_closing conference in milan
_White paper involving research and field work, also employing quantitative research methods
_practice paper on identified case-studies
_external evaluation, through mid-term and final evaluation reports

Target group
Legal practitioners and academics

Beneficiaries 
eU citizens and individuals established within the eU member States bound by the regulation

Expected results
the project contributes to the uniform application of eU law through training of legal practitioners on the 
Succession regulation. the uniform application and the consequent increased legal certainty will ultimately 
grant certainty that that planning of assets allocation after one’s death is respected and recognised in all 
such countries.

9:00 - 9:15    wElcoME coffEE

9:15 - 11:30    sEMinar

General greetings 
mrs. aránzazu beristain ibarrola    
European Commission representative in Madrid
mr. rafael català polo    
Ministry of Justice, Spain 
dr. José manuel garcía collantes    
President of the Consejo General del Notariado, Spain 

Moderator
dr. isidoro calvo Vidal    
Civil Law notary in A Coruña, Spain

The Habitual Residence of the Deceased and 
the Manifestly Closer Connection as Connecting 
Factor within the Succession Regulation
prof. dr. peter Kindler    
Ludwig-Maximilian University, Munich, Germany 

Determining Jurisdiction under the EU 
Succession Regulation
prof. dr. francesca c. Villata    
University of Milan, Italy                                                                                                                    
 
Civil Notary competence under the UE Regulation 
650/2012
mrs. inmaculada espiñeira Soto    
Civil Law Notary, in Santiago de Compostela, Spain     

Questions and answers - first part

11:30-12:00  Coffee break  

12:00 - 14:00    sEMinar 

Recognition of judgments 
dr. Stefano dominelli
University of Genoa, Italy 

Application of the UE Regulation 650/2012 in 
Spain as a pluri-legislative State 
prof. dr. albert font Segura
Pompeu Fabra University, Spain  

Disposition of property upon death according to 
UE Regulation no.650/2012 
dr. alexandra cosmina muntean
Civil Law Notary in Romania   

Questions and answers - second part

14:00 - 15:30    Lunch break  

15:30 – 18:30    BEsT pracTicEs ExchangE 

Moderator
giovanni Liotta
Civil law notary in Spadafora 

Introducing and presenting several practical cases 
daniele muritano
civil law notary in empoli, tep

the speakers of the morning session and dr. Jacopo 
re, representing the University of milan as the project 
coordinator, will discuss on selected practical cases 

Questions and answers and closing of the event
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The logo symbolises as, under the European 
Commission guidance, divergences among national 

legislations on the subject of international successions 
can be uniformed up to the level of becoming one 

and only living body with strong roots, 
the Regulation, that in its application, will manage 

to grant certainty in the context of a dynamic 
approach, differentiated per Member State.

Towards the entry into force of the succession regulation: 
building future uniformity upon past divergencies


